This paper concerns the introduction of an iterator into the refinement calculus. The construct is based on concepts from functional programming, and the work gives an interesting example of cross-fertilisation between the functional and imperative programming worlds. Specifically, the iterator construct it..ti uses the idea of a catamorphism -the unique homomorphism from an initial algebra. The datatype for which the iterator is to be defined is considered as an initial algebra of an appropriate functor. The it..ti construct is formally defined as a recursive procedure, and it is shown that, if the value to be obtained by an iteration can be expressed as a catamorphism, then the it..ti construct provides a very natural implementation. Examples are given to show typical uses of the new construct.
Introduction
Eckart [8] has described iteration as 'the ability to consider every element of a data structure'. For instance, a company's personnel database might contain a list of records, each of which contains details of an employee, such as name, address, salary and so on. Given this structure, we could use an iterator to define a procedure which would examine each record in turn, and reduce the salary of all those who earned more than $50K by 20%. Alternatively, we could obtain a list of all those employees earning more than $30K, or even the total wage bill for the company. These three examples illustrate three common forms of iteration: the first takes the form of an 'update in place'; the second is a filter, producing a smaller collection of records; and the third produces a scalar value.
The key fact about an iterator construct is that its user should need no knowledge of how the structure is implemented: it should be possible to abstract from such details as whether the list is singly or doubly linked and whether it is stored in main or secondary storage. The interesting challenge is that we want users, while working within the refinement calculus, to be able to use iterator constructs on elements of types they have themselves defined, rather than simply on built-in types. We therefore eventually need to pass, as parameters to such constructs, information about the action to be applied to each element of the structure: this leads on to the study of procedural parameters. Although this is outside the scope of this paper, it is explored in [12] .
The paper is structured as follows: after a brief introduction to the refinement calculus, we define the new iterator construct over sequences. Section 4 summarises the results about catamorphisms, and we then make explicit the relationship with the it..ti construct. We also look at iterators over more complex recursive types. Iterators have appeared in various programming languages, such as Alphard [25] , CLU [15, 16] and object-oriented languages like Eiffel [20] . The specific iterator forms found in these languages are detailed in Section 8, together with a comparison with the new construct we have defined.
The refinement calculus
The refinement calculus arose out of a simple extension of Dijkstra's language of guarded commands [6] . A specification, here written
] comprises a frame w, and two predicates: the precondition and the postcondition . It is a command in the programming language which, like the others, describes the intended effect of a computation. Unlike conventional programming commands however, it does not necessarily suggest a mechanism for the computation: it gives the what, but not the how. In the refinement calculus world, we do not distinguish specifications from programs: every specification is also a program (but not vice versa).
In the specification w : ], the frame w is a (possibly empty) list of variables that the specification (command) may alter. When the precondition is true initially, the specification is guaranteed to terminate in a state satisfying the postcondition . On the other hand, when is not true initially, no guarantees can be made about the behaviour of the specification: it might terminate in an arbitrary state or it might not terminate at all. Apart from the specification statement, the second essential ingredient of the refinement calculus is a relation, called refinement, between programs. We write aaa v bbb for two programs aaa and bbb, to say that aaa is refined by bbb; and that, in turn, means informally that any client who has asked for the program aaa will be happy if given bbb instead. Formally, the definition of the refinement relation between programs is given by weakest preconditions:
For example, the first specification mentioned above, y : true y 2 = x], could be refined by the program y := p
x. On the other hand, it could also be refined by the program y := ; p x: any client who had agreed that their needs were met by the original specification would have no grounds for complaint, whichever program they were given.
Program development in the refinement calculus is usually carried out via a series of so-called refinement steps, starting from a specification aaa, say, and ending with an executable program zzz. In between might occur a number of 'hybrid' programs, containing both specifications and executable fragments:
The overall desired result aaa v zzz follows from the transitivity of v.
Historically, Back was the first to embed specifications in programs, using the weakest precondition calculus [1, 2] , although his specifications contained only a single predicate. A recent book [3] gives a full account of Back's work, using a higher-order logic formalisation. In the late 1980s, both Morris [24] and Morgan [21] published extensions of Back's original work, where they used separate pre-and postconditions. All three authors have the same refinement relation. The refinement calculus continues the tradition of Hoare [9] and Dijkstra [7] ; for example, the meanings of the specification statement and the refinement relation were deliberately chosen to make true the following theorem (Theorem 3 of [21] ):
Taking w to be all program variables, and aaa to be an executable program, This theorem allows us to check the validity of the laws of the refinement calculus, such as this law, for decomposing a specification into the sequential composition of two specifications:
There is an extensive collection of laws such as the above, some with side-conditions to be proved, which are used to justify the refinement steps in a program development. A tutorial introduction to these laws may be found in [22] , while a collection of more theoretical papers may be found in [23] .
The constructs of the language that we use here are summarised in Figure 1 , on the next page, together with their usual meanings in terms of standard weakest preconditions.
The it..ti construct for sequences
We consider first an iteration over a sequence s of type seq A, defined by
where we make use of the usual refinement calculus notation for disjoint union types: each element of the type is either an empty sequence, or it is constructed from an element of A and another sequence. (Further details may be found in [22, Chapter 15] .) For brevity, and the convenience of an infix operator, we will often use the abbreviations The purpose of the iteration is to perform some calculation which involves the consideration of each element of the sequence in turn. We suppose that the result of the iteration is to be stored in a variable r, which is of some type R. A first example of the construct that we propose to use for the iteration is the following:
The it..ti construct begins with a statement of the variable over which the iteration is to be performed, s, and the variable where the result is to be stored, r. This is followed by a collection of branches, one for each part of the disjoint union definition of the type of s. 3 In this case, the first branch covers the empty sequence, and the second branch covers non-empty sequences made up of an element a, together with a sequence as. The interpretation which we intend for this construct is as follows: if the sequence s is empty, then the result variable r is updated with a (constant) value x; alternatively, if s is not empty, then the new value of r is found by applying a binary function f to the first element of s and to the result of the iteration over the remainder of s -it will be clear from the definition below that this result is determined by a recursion.
This brings us to one of the interesting points about this construct -the dual use of as in the second branch. On the left of the arrow, as is a pattern matcher, while on the right it is the result of a recursive call. Use of this abbreviation has the advantage that we do not have to give a name to the function we are applying to s.
We can now give the definition for the it..ti construct in terms of a recursive procedure.
Definition 1 sequence iterator
1 This is a shorthand for
The number of branches must be finite, but may be zero.
2
W and V denote distributed disjunction and conjunction, respectively. 3 There are obvious similarities with the tagged alternation and iteration constructs of [22] . Notice that the local variable l is used to store the result of applying the procedure recursively to as, so that it can be used in the immediately following statement, by means of substitution. Since the recursive call is applied to the tail of s, we are guaranteed that the recursion will terminate.
For example, suppose we have the following declarations:
Then the following program fragment will obtain the sum of the sequence:
it s into r with h i " r := 0 ] n:ns " r := n + ns ti Similarly, we obtain the length:
it s into r with h i " r := 0 ] n:ns " r := 1 + ns ti
Homomorphisms on initial algebras
To generalise iterators beyond sequences, and to expose the links between the two examples above, we use recent work in the functional programming community, which we summarise in this section. The work is based on homomorphisms -functions on recursively-defined data types whose inductive definition mimics the structure of the type. Further details may be found in [4, 17, 19] .
First we give an informal indication of the direction of this work, before outlining its formal basis: since we are transferring work from functional programming into the refinement calculus, we give only a brief summary of the results required rather than the full details, which may be found in the papers cited.
An informal approach
Suppose we define a type T by
This uses the previously defined types A, B and C and defines the constructor functions a, b and c, whose types are
Each element of T can be thought of as 'tagged' with a constructor function.
Now, suppose that we wish to define a function on T, which will give as result an element of some type R, say f : T " R. We can achieve this by defining three subsidiary functions, each designed to show the effect of f on the disjoint part of its domain corresponding to each of the constructor functions.
The simplest part of the domain is that formed by a: for this we define
which maps every element of A to an element of R. Now to find the effect of f on an element of T of the form a a, we merely apply f a to a.
The functions corresponding to b and c are slightly more complex, but the types of their domains are derived from the domains of the constructor functions, with each instance of T replaced by R (since, as the function is recursively applied, all of the elements of T in the lower-level structure have already been transformed to elements of R). So the subsidiary functions we need to define have the following types:
Once we have given the functions f a , f b and f c , we can combine them, using the so-called 'banana brackets' [17] , to define a function from T to R:
This function f can be applied to any element of T, however it has been constructed. Moreover, for any element of T, we can be sure that exactly one of the subsidiary functions is applicable.
We will use, as a concrete example running through this section, the type of non-empty lists of natural numbers. This is defined by Natlist b = Single j Cons Natlist using the previously defined type and the constructors Single and Cons.
For every function we want to define on Natlist, we need to give two subsidiary functions to show the effect on a singleton list, and on a longer list. Thus if we want to map an element of Natlist to its sum, we can define the function in two parts:
So the function sum can be defined:
Similarly, to obtain the product of the elements of a list, we define
To add one to every element of a list, we define
where inc n = Single n + 1 cons inc n ns = Cons (n + 1 ) ns :
Note that inc list does not 'update' the list, but rather forms a new list of the desired values.
Applying these functions to the list h1 2i gives
Formal definitions
It is well-known that recursively-defined types, such as Natlist above, can be viewed as initial algebras of an appropriate functor [18, 5] . For instance, if we define the functor F by its action on objects (sets) and functions:
Now the two constructor functions of Natlist can be combined into a single function with the join operator
Single Cons] : + ( Natlist) " Natlist and we can deduce that we therefore have an F-algebra, which consists of FNatlist, Natlist and the function between them Single Cons].
For any two F-algebras f : FA " A and g : FB " B, an F-homomorphism from f to g is an arrow h : A " B such that h f = g Fh which expresses equationally that the following diagram commutes:
The join Single Cons] is actually defined to be the initial algebra of F. It is therefore possible, given any other Falgebra -say g -to find a unique F-homomorphism from the initial algebra to g. This concept of the 'unique homomorphism from an initial algebra' is the basis of our iterator construct, and is called a catamorphism [17] . It is usually written with the 'banana brackets' mentioned above:
A simple way of thinking about catamorphisms is that the functions given between the brackets ( ] ) are used as 'replacements' for the constructor functions of the catamorphism's argument.
Catamorphisms and the it..ti construct
We now give the connection between catamorphisms and the it..ti construct which we introduced earlier. From the definition of it..ti above in terms of a recursive procedure, we can prove a law which will allow us to carry out developments where we implement an assignment with an iterator. Note that we are now returning to work with the sequence type defined at the start of Section 3.
Law 1 assignment iterator
If the value to be assigned to a variable is formed by the application of a catamorphism to a sequence, then the whole assignment can be implemented with an it..ti construct. We therefore develop the assignment until it is transformed into a recursive procedure: 4 Note that we are using the refinement rule for recursion from the second edition of Morgan's text [22] . We also use a technique of layout often found in refinement calculus developments: certain lines of the development are labelled with numbers, and these labels are used to continue the derivation at a later stage. We also sometimes label lines with a symbol: this signifies that this line will be worked on in the very next step of the development. The complete program can eventually be found by collecting the code fragments from the branches of the resulting development tree.
v "by definition of F, and conversion to recursive form"
(1) v "by definition of F, and conversion to recursive form"
End of Proof
We can use this law to give some very simple examples of iterations over sequences. Suppose we have the following declarations:
s : s e q r : : 
Iterators over more general data types
We now work in a more general framework, with an arbitrary recursive data type. The type we use is defined schematically by
Thus an element of T is either a constant, identified by a, or it is the image of an element of some set X, tagged by b, or it is formed from an element of Y and some other element of T and is tagged by c. It will become clear how the definitions and refinement laws can be extended from a type with these three 'typical' branches to any other recursive type.
First we extend Definition sequence iterator 1. Notice that the local variable is only needed on the third branch, where there is a recursive occurrence of T in the type definition. If there were several occurrences within one branch, then an equal number of local variables would be required.
Definition 2 general iterator
Having extended the definition of an iterator itself, we can also extend the law which introduces an iterator as a refinement of an assignment: 
Refinement of branches
Now that we have these laws over more complicated data types, we can use them to develop some more sophisticated examples. The observant reader may be wondering about the point of having "r :=" in each branch of the it..ti construct. In fact, it is useful to have a program fragment (rather than an expression) in each branch, because it gives scope for further refinement: in cases where the expression being assigned to the result variable -for instance, R(y t 0 ) in the it..ti construct in Law assignment iterator 2 -cannot be easily evaluated in the target language, the assignment r := R(y t 0 ) can be refined until it is code. (In program developments where we are using libraries of abstract data types, it is also likely that we will want to refine branches until they can be replaced by calls of library procedures.)
We now give an example which shows the idea of this refinement of branches. A more substantial example can be found in [12] . The example here is based on an example in a paper about iterators in the CLU programming language [16] . The task is to count how many numeric characters are contained in a string which might also contain alphabetic characters.
We need to define two disjoint union types for characters, which are either alphabetic or numeric, and for strings, which are either empty, or contain a character and a string: We define first an infix operator which will form part of the catamorphism:
Now it is clear that, if count num is the function which, when applied to a string, returns the desired number of numeric characters, then
We can therefore immediately introduce an iterator, as follows:
it s into i with
Since the expression c cs is not immediately implementable, we need to refine the second branch, which is not difficult using a tagged alternation:
] c is alph "
The two branches of the tagged alternation are easily implemented, using the definition of :
This completes the development, giving overall:
v it s into i with
Related work on iterators
Several programming languages include some sort of iterator mechanism, and we review a selection of them in this section. There has been much less work on formalising iterators -that is, providing a formal semantics and a mechanism by which an iterator construct can be proved correct. Where such work has been carried out for a particular language, it is mentioned below.
Alphard
The Alphard language [25] , developed at CMU in the late 1970s, has two iterator constructs: a for construct which is used for iteration over a complete data structure; and a first construct which is used (primarily) for search loops. We will concentrate on the for construct, remarking only that execution of the first construct involves traversing a data structure until an element is found which meets some condition, and then performing some action. The for construct takes the following form:
A local variable x is declared, which will take, in turn, the values specified by the generator gen(y). For each value of x which satisfies the constraint , the statement ST is executed, which may refer to other variables in scope (z) as well as x and y. Clearly, the heart of the for construct lies in the idea of the generator gen(y), so we look a little more closely at this. A generator is a 'form' (the Alphard term for abstract data type) obeying certain conditions: it must provide two boolean-valued functions &init and &next, which have the side-effect that their invocation will produce a sequence of values to be bound to the loop variable. For both functions, the boolean value returned indicates whether there are elements remaining which have yet to be iterated over.
Thus the meaning of the for construct can be given:
where is a compiler-generated boolean variable, denotes assignment, and cand denotes the 'conditional conjunction' operator.
A simple example of an Alphard generator is the upto generator, which produces the sequence of numbers between a lower bound lb and an upper bound ub -that is, hlb lb + 1 ::: ubi, or the empty sequence if ub < lb. This generator can be used in a for statement. For instance, summing the first n integers is achieved by:
It is possible to add verification information to an Alphard form, using an invariant clause, an initially clause, and pre and post conditions for each function. It is also possible to give a concrete version of the state, and to give a representation function relating the concrete to the abstract view. Proof obligations can then be given to ensure the correctness of the form: this means ensuring that invariants are maintained by abstract and concrete operations, and that initial states correspond. Since a generator is just a special sort of form, it is possible to apply these proof rules to a generator. Using the expansion of the for construct given above, it is also possible to obtain a proof rule for the construct. However it is rather unwieldy. Because of this, there are various simpler proof rules for the for construct, which can be used when the generator satisfies certain conditions. Many generators do satisfy these conditions, so the full form of the proof rule is seldom needed. Thus the effort of the proof is transferred from the verification of the for construct, to verification that the generator obeys the necessary conditions. When comparing the Alphard generator with our own it..ti construct, we can see two immediate differences from our own work. Firstly, we have hidden all the details of how to 'move on' to the next element of the collection, by using a recursive procedure. Thus users of the iterator have no need to know anything about the internal details of the object over which they are iterating, beyond its definition. Secondly, we have considerable flexibility with the it..ti construct: we have the freedom to choose whatever 'view' is most convenient of the type of the variable to be iterated over.
However, in Alphard, once the &next function is defined, the iteration order is fixed. On the other hand, it should be noted that the Alphard mechanism has the advantage that it is easy to describe a generator that produces only part of some structure to be iterated over -perhaps every other element of a list. While possible, this would be more convoluted with it..ti.
CLU
At around the same time that Alphard was being developed at CMU, Barbara Liskov's team at MIT was developing a language called CLU [15] . One of the guiding principles behind CLU was that it should support abstraction in program construction [16] . The language contains mechanisms to support three forms of abstraction: procedural abstraction -supported by procedures; data abstraction -supported by the use of clusters, the CLU term for abstract data type; and control abstraction -as well as the usual if and while constructs, iterators can be defined.
An iterator is therefore a procedure-like construct, at the same level as procedures and clusters. Like Alphard, iterators are used in conjunction with for statements: as the iterator produces elements of a data structure one at a time, so the for statement consumes them. The yields clause specifies the number, order and types of the objects which will be delivered at each stage of the iteration. Within the routine body, a yield statement is used to present the caller (a for statement) with the next element. (The signals clause specifies which exceptions may be raised, and the where clause specifies own variables.)
The CLU for statement takes the following form:
where invocation is the invocation of an iterator. Unlike Alphard, where the looping mechanism is found in the for statement, in CLU the looping must be explicitly programmed in the body of the iterator. 6 Each time a yield statement is executed in the iterator's body, the objects yielded are assigned to the variables declared in the for statement, and the body of the for statement is executed. Then the iterator body is resumed at the point immediately following the yield statement. The for statement terminates on termination of the iterator.
In her thesis [26] , Wing gave a method for specifying iterators, which has been extended to iterators for concurrent and distributed systems [27] . Wing's technique for specifying CLU iterators involves adding assertions to an iterator, similar to those used for a procedure, to give pre-and postconditions for each invocation. However, unlike a procedure, an iterator's specification is concerned with more than just two states -as well as the overall first and last states, there are the intermediate states for each invocation. There also needs to be a distinction between two kinds of termination for iterators -the 'real' termination when all the elements have been yielded, and the suspension that occurs after each yield. The assertions refer to state variables which can be decorated with subscripts pre and post, as well as a special state object (ie an auxiliary variable) first, which flags when we are in the very first state, and history variables which 'remember' values between invocations. Both of the remarks made above when comparing Alphard iterators to the it..ti construct still hold true for CLU iterators: the user has to program explicitly the method of progress through the collection, and the it..ti is more flexible. However there is more generality here, in that it is possible for the user of the CLU iterator to write a yield statement which returns a more complex expression than simply the current object in the collection -for instance, each yield statement might return a pair of consecutive characters in the sequence, allowing a for statement to calculate the frequency of pairs of characters. This would be considerably more complex using an it..ti.
On the verification side, while Wing's assertions and associated proof rules do allow the verification of a CLU iterator, the proof is at a very low level, dealing with the intermediate states during the iteration as well as the overall preand postconditions. In contrast, the effort of verification for the it..ti construct is at a much higher level, involving the reformulation of the postcondition as a catamorphism. Once this has been done, implementation as an it..ti is immediate, by assignment iterator 1, or a similar law for other types.
Object-oriented languages
In recent years, many object-oriented environments have introduced libraries of abstract data types, often including container classes. These container classes, which describe such types as sets, bags, trees, etc., often contain some sort of iteration mechanism, whereby the user can traverse the data structure. However, these mechanisms are often based on the notion of a cursor, with the user having to supply cursor manipulation routines. As an example, we will describe the iteration mechanisms available in Eiffel [20] .
The Eiffel library contains an Iteration Library which consists of classes which encapsulate various iteration mechanisms over arbitrary data structures -linear iteration, two-way iteration, tree iteration (preorder, postorder or inorder). These iterations are defined in terms of two sorts of deferred routines -these are routines which are called in the iterator, but not actually defined until the iterator is used: traversal routines and operation routines. The traversal routines are concerned with cursors, and need only be defined once for each data type. The operation routines are concerned with the particular actions to be taken as part of each iteration, and so can be given different values to achieve different iterations.
There are difficulties with the cursor approach to iterators, not least the problems of nested iterations, when it is not easy to keep track of several cursors, and the problem of robust iterations, when elements may be added or removed during an iteration. There has been work reported to solve these problems: [10] proposes a CLU-like mechanism for Eiffel and [11] does the same for C ++ , while [13] is concerned with robust iterators in a C ++ class library.
Discussion
The chief disadvantage of the Alphard mechanism and the more recent proposals for object-oriented languages is that they require the user of the iterator to supply routines to control the iteration. This means that knowledge of the data structure's implementation is required, thus negating one of the primary advantages of using the iterator in the first place. The CLU mechanism is much cleaner in that respect, but the complications in the proof obligations caused by the suspend/resume semantics are non-trivial. Lamb has proposed [14] the use of trace specifications for the specification of Alphard-style iterators. He also mentions the use of procedure parameters, and shows how traces can be used to give 'partial specifications' of iterators which use procedure parameters.
However, the main difference between the it..ti construct and all of the related work mentioned in this section is in the level of abstraction and the level of mathematical maturity required for their use: the iteration schemes for Alphard, CLU and Eiffel all require the user of the iterator to supply routines which need knowledge of the internal structure of the type of the variable being iterated over. Users of the it..ti can work at a more abstract level, but need to be more mathematically mature: while most average programmers can easily understand the ideas of initialising and advancing a cursor, they may have more difficulty with catamorphisms! However, they would probably benefit from thinking more deeply about the constructors of both the type of the variable to be iterated over and the target type of the iteration.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced the iterator construct it..ti. The construct is based on the idea of a catamorphism, but is formally defined as a recursive procedure. Several examples were given, showing how particular functions can be seen as catamorphisms, and therefore implemented by an it..ti construct. Because the construct is closely based on catamorphisms, it is possible to take results from the functional programming community about catamorphisms and use them to simplify our developments. For instance, the so-called Fusion Law [5, Equation 2 .12] can be used to convert catamorphisms over one structure to those over another. [5, Chapter 7] contains several examples of the use of catamorphisms in optimisation problems.
In Section 6, we explained how the it..ti construct for sequences could be extended to act on a more general data type. The type T used there is intended to be a typical example of a type generated by a polynomial functor. This form of functor -formed from constants, products and coproducts -is general enough for our purposes, and we are guaranteed the existence of an initial object in the category of F-algebras (see [18] ).
At the start of the paper, we gave illustrations of three common forms of iteration: the 'update in place', the filter and the scalar result. Most of the it..ti examples in the paper are of the scalar-result type -the sum or the length of a sequence, or the counting numeric characters example in Section 7. A fairly lengthy example of the filter type of iterator can be found in [12, Chapter 5] , and it is not hard to see that the first form of iteration can be obtained by following an it..ti with an assignment of the result back to the original variable. For instance, in Section 4, we introduced the inc list catamorphism:
where inc simply forms a singleton list from the increment of its argument. Suppose that we had to implement the following 'update in place' form of iteration:
adding one to each element of the non-empty list of numbers s. It is easy to see that this is achieved by the following program:
var r : Natlist it s into r with
Single n " r := Single n + 1 ] Cons n ns " r := Cons (n + 1 ) ns ti s := r Thus all three common forms of iteration can be expressed in terms of our it..ti construct.
It can be argued that the most interesting feature of the construct is its close relationship with the type of the variable being iterated over: it is the constructor functions of this type and of the result type which define the underlying catamorphism, and the user of the iterator is not concerned with implementation details such as how to move on to the next element of the data structure.
